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Abstract. A single-shot autocorrelator for uv pulses is presented. It uses a tilted
pulse-front geometry and three-photon fluorescence of XeF as a non-linear detector.
The readout system consists of a CCD camera and an oscilloscope. The resolution
of the device is a few femtoseconds.

1. Introduction

Recently considerable effort has been concentrated on
the development of short-pulse high-power K r F laser
systems [1-43. When operating these high-brightness
systems, a simple shot-to-shot control of the pulse duration is important. A commonly used technique for the
measurement of the pulse length at 248 nm is the multiple-shot autocorrelation technique, based on two-photon ionisation of NO [5-71. However, for the recording
of a multiple-shot trace, 102-103 shots have to be accumulated, obviously limiting the feasibility of this
measurement, Very recently single-shot methods have
been introduced for temporal measurement of uv pulses
based on two-photon fluorescence of Xe, [SI, three-photon fluorescence of XeF [9], and two-photon ionisation
of gases [lo, 111.
According to references [8- lo] the temporal resolution of the autocorrelator is limited by the spatial resolution of the non-linear detector since a counterpropagating pulse-geometry is used. This imposes severe
conditions, in addition, for the alignment of the set-up.
In this respect a considerable improvement is achieved
with the use of slightly tilted pulse-fronts [ 121 instead of
counter-propagating beams, allowing easy alignment
and high temporal resolution. O n the other hand the
detection of the spatial distribution of the ions needs a
special electronic device. In reference [9] a non-linear
spatial detector based on three-photon fluorescence of
XeF is introduced where the spatial distribution of the
visible fluorescence can be detected by commercial
devices.

In this paper we present a single-shot uv autocorrelator, developed as the combination of the three-photon
fluorescence method [9] and an optical arrangement
using slightly tilted pulse-fronts [ 111. The present device
is capable of measuring pulse durations with femtosecond accuracy using a simple detection system consisting of a CCD camera and an oscilloscope.

2. Experimental procedure

The principle of a single-shot autocorrelator using tilted
pulse-fronts (figure 1) was first reported in 1977 [12]. It
can be realised by using two co-linear beams in which at
least one of the pulse-fronts is tilted by a dispersive element [13,14]. Another way is to split the beam of the
short pulse into two which are then combined at an angle
directions
of propagation
f o r t h e t w o beams
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Figure 1. Scheme of the tilted pulse-front geometry for
single-shot autocorrelators.
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cp in a non-linear medium [15, 161. It was shown that
using these configurations the spatial distribution of the
response of the non-linear medium displays the autocorrelation function of the pulses along the bisector of the
pulse-fronts. The required time scale can be set by proper
choice of the angle cp. The advantage of the multiphoton
fluorescence and ionisation technique in combination
with the tilted pulse geometry is that the time window of
the measurement can be changed continuously by changing the angle between the two beams [l 11. In order to
find the relationship between the spatial width of the
observed pattern and the temporal width of the autocorrelation function, let us assume a delay of At introduced
into one arm. Then the maximum of the spatial pattern
shifts by an amount x (figure 1).
From figure 1

x = s cos cp/2

(1)

and
cAt

-=

sin cp.

S

(2)

Substituting equation (2) into (1) yields
C

X=

2 sin cp/2

At.

pulses of our laser system [l]. Although the pulse duration decreases by a factor of 3-4, an increase by almost
the same factor is expected in peak power. This would
make possible the use of a lens of proportionally larger
focal length resulting in correspondingly less pulse-front
distortion (see equation (4)).
A scheme of the single-shot autocorrelator device is
shown in figure 2. The 16 x 6 mm2 input beam is split by
a 50% beam splitter. The transmitted beam is sent
through a variable delay line and is directed into the XeF
cell. The reflected beam is also directed into the XeF cell
at an angle of cp = 2.8" with respect to the other beam.
Both beams are focused by the same cylindrical lens of
f= 150 mm. Focusing is done along the smaller dimension of the beams. The cell contains 100kPa of Xe,
85 kPa of F2 ( 5 % ) in He, and 215 kPa of argon as in
reference [SI. The fluorescence from the focal line is observed from the side by a CCD camera (Kappa CF3). The
camera-lens system serves as a uv cut filter thus selecting
only the visible fluorescence from the C-A transition of
XeF.
A typical image taken by the camera is shown in
figure 3(a), obtained using a Sony UP-104 video graphic
printer. The fluorescence intensity distribution is read

(3)
XeF CELL

When using XeF as a non-linear medium a cubic dependence of the XeF C-A visible fluorescence signal on the
laser intensity is observed when the power density of the
248 nm pulse is in the range of 1 TW c m T 2[9]. Our laser
pulses are taken from a DFDL-based K r F laser system
[11 delivering sub-picosecond pulses of z 8 mJ energy.
An area of the beam, 6 x 16 mm2, is selected carrying
3 mJ energy. Over this area the intensity is practically
flat-topped, which is essential for the measurement. The
estimated divergence of the beam is cp < 0.4 mrad. If the
beam is focused with a cylindrical lens o f f = 150 mm
along the smaller axis, one obtains a focal area of
16 x 0.06 mm2. Since the expected pulse duration is
about 300fs this corresponds to a power density of
z 1 TW (cm2). This is just in the intensity range where
generation of three-photon fluorescence in XeF is expected.
When a short pulse, large aperture uv beam is passed
through a lens, temporal front distortion occurs [17,181
resulting in a stretched pulse duration in the focus. The
magnitude of this effect (AT) can be estimated by

A

I

Figure 2. Experimental set-up of the autocorrelation
device.

(4)
where iis the wavelength, c is the speed of light, b is the
smaller size of the beam at the lens, r is the radius of the
curved surface of the planoconvex lens and dn/dA is the
dispersion of the lens material (fused silica in the experiment) [17]. In our case, equation (4) yields 27 fs. This is
less than 10% of the expected pulse duration and hence
an error that is of the order of the uncertainty of the
pulse-width measurement. The relative contribution of
the lens effects to the pulse duration does not increase
even in the case of the measurement of the compressed
638

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Typical image seen by the CCD camera of
the autoco r re Iator ; ( b) horizontal int e nsi ty d ist r i butio n of
the picture: autocorrelation function.

A single-shot autocorrelator

from a digital oscilloscope (Gould 4072) which is set to
sweep along one selected line of the video frame where
the intensity is the highest. A typical trace is shown in
figure 3(b). The apparent peak-to-background ratio is
close to the theoretical expectation of 1O:l supposing
a third-order process for autocorrelation [191. As the
variable delay is changed the peak of the fluorescence
shifts. This provides direct calibration of the time scale
and leads to the same result as obtained in equation (3).
The autocorrelation width of the pulses was typically
490 fs. The corresponding pulse duration supposing a
sech2(t)shape [9] is 380 fs.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we constructed a single-shot autocorrelator for uv pulses. The device combines tilted pulsefront geometry and the use of XeF as a third-order detector. Data are collected using simple commercial equipment, CCD camera and oscilloscope, easily accessible for
many laboratories. The temporal resolution of the device
is a few femtoseconds. Measurement of 380 fs pulses was
demonstrated.
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